Response to selection for litter size in Danish Landrace pigs: a Bayesian analysis.
A replicated selection experiment aimed at increasing litter size (total number of pigs born per litter) in Danish Landrace pigs was conducted from 1984 to 1991. The experiment included two selection and two control lines. In each generation, 30 and 14 first litters were produced in selection and control lines, respectively, and dams produced two litters. Each replicate, consisting of one selection and one control line, was founded from 60 families chosen randomly from the population at large. Family selection was practiced, and the criterion was the predicted breeding value for litter size computed using a repeatability animal model, and taking into account all available information. The data consisted of 947 records from 523 dams (424 dams had two litters) representing five cycles of selection of increased litter size. Data were analyzed from a Bayesian perspective, based on marginal posterior distributions of genetic parameters of interest. Marginalization was achieved using Gibbs sampling, with a single chain length of 1 205 000. After discarding the first 5 000 iterations, a sample was drawn every ten iterations, so 120 000 samples in total were saved. Densities were estimated and plotted, and summary statistics were computed from the estimated densities. The posterior means (± standard error) of heritability and repeatability were 0.22 ± 0.06 and 0.32 ± 0.05, respectively. These point estimates of genetic parameters were within the range of literature values, although on the high side. The posterior mean (± standard error) of genetic response to selection, defined as the difference between the mean breeding values of the selected lines and that of the base population, was 1.37 ± 0.43 pigs after five cycles of selection. The regression (through the origin) of breeding values in the selected lines on generation was 0.25 ± 0.08 pigs. Several informative priors constructed from information obtained with field data in this population were used to examine their influence on inferences. The priors were influential because of the relatively small scale of the experiment. An analysis excluding data from one of the control lines gave smaller genetic variance and heritability, and a smaller response to selection. However, it appears that selection for litter size is effective, but that the true rate of response is probably smaller than data from this experiment suggest.